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Abstract
The existence of a recognized and strong trade union is vital for an industrial process to run
smoothly. Act 651, also called the Labor Act 2003, was formed to help, and act as a guide to
maintain a peaceful relationship between the employees and the management. It becomes
important to acknowledge the major role the Union Activities have for an organization. These
roles include maintaining harmony among employers and employees of an
industry; negotiating or dealing with employees; serving as a director and guide for the
employees for directing their concerns; and other similar roles. Decisions taken through
a process of collective negotiation and bargaining between unions and the employer are
highly influential. Trade unions, along with their important roles, are also helpful in
maintaining an effective communication channel between the management and the
workers. However, this study revealed the purpose of Job security, to protect from economic
hazards, get respect from peers, express grievances through a trade union, get economic
security, restrain management from acting, and gain more Bargaining Power is, a few
reasons which compel a worker to join with the Trade Unions. The participation of all the
employees in trade union activities can be motivated for the success of the trade union of
the Corporation. The Union is involved in managing the working hours, holidays, or
leaves, Managing the reshuffling or temporary transfers, Managing the dismissals or
mandatory retirement, managing the collective agreement, Managing the labor hiring,
Managing the employment, and staffing standards, Managing the bonus and wages, the
standard for retirement allowance and annuity, Union manages the employee welfare.
Hence the trade union has to take serious steps and bargain with the Corporation to ensure
the job security of the employees. Hence the present study was aimed at analyzing the union
activities on labour management on its member’s performance in Tamil Nadu State Transport
Corporation Kumbakonam Division – I.
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Introduction
Background of the Study
The general motivation for joining with or forming a union or undertaking
a collective bargain is to reduce or equalize the asymmetry of power between the
employers / management and the employees. By this, Union will be able to generate equity,
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equality, fairness, economic and social justice, and respect for the rights of a human and a
worker, not just in the workplace but also in the whole society. This is based on a
recognition that employees individually are not resourceful or are too weak in their
position to demand respect and equality in the workplace. A common phrase is often
followed in such circumstances: “strength lies in the unity and collectivism of
workers” (Shrestha, 2012).
The Trade Union is a group of employees formed to get good working environments and to
promote and protect their common interests with the employees through collective
bargaining. Leaders of the union bargain with their employers on behalf of the employees in
the organization. The main purpose is to negotiate wages, work rules, complaint procedures
and safety in the workplace and other important aspects of the organization (Gopinath & NS,
2014a). The union leaders represent their grievances through collective bargaining for the
working population in the organization. They claim to enhance the working condition and aid the
employees in attaining job security (Gopinath, 2020). They settle disputes in political, social, and
environmental rights and bargain conditions of the employment to protect their work interests.
They establish minimum wages, working hours, health conditions, safety and working
conditions in the organization. Hence, it becomes vital to study the immense role of the trade
union on labour management in an organization (Gopinath & NS, 2014b). In this background,
an attempt has been made to study the role of trade unions’ impact on labor management. The
research has been undertaken in the transport sector of Tamil Nadu State Transport
Corporation in Kumbakonam Division-I.
Objectives of the Study:
• To identify union activities on labor-management Union involvement in labormanagement of TNSTC in Kumbakonam Division- I.
• To identify the member’s reasons for joining t h e trade union in TNSTC in
Kumbakonam Division- I.
Hypothesis
H01: There is no significant difference between employee demographic variables and trade
union involvement in labor-management in the TNSTC Kumbakonam Division – I.
The demographic variables of age, education, income, working hours, category of employee and
year of services of the employees are tested with Union involvement in labour management of
TNSTC in Kumbakonam Division- I.
Among the employees only 66.67 percent agree with union involvement in managing
employment and 65.83 percent agree with the standard for retirement allowance and annuity,
and 65.00 percent agree with managing the dismissals or mandatory retirement are highly
significant factors relating to union involvement in the labor management. However,
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managing the reshuffling or temporary transfers (59.50) and managing the collective
agreement (57.33) are the least significant factors relating to union involvement in labour
management in the Corporation.
Significance of the Study
This study is aimed to examine the union activities in labour management on its member’s
performance and consider the main role of unions in the public sector for policing the workers
in an organization. The study was centered on Tamil Nadu State Transport Corporation
Kumbakonam Division–I. This study helps to expose the issues concerning the trade unions
as well as their effects on the performance of employees.
Statement of the Problem
To keep things running smoothly in the workplace, trade unions play a critical role. It’s true
that unions are required by law to represent and negotiate on behalf of their members. To
make sure that their direct actions like strikes do not have any negative consequences for the
organizations, they also have a duty to ensure that the organizations do not suffer for
insignificant reasons (Gopinath & Shibu, 2015a). While bargaining with management, they
must be able to comprehend and accept their counterpart’s issues and adopt a strategy of “give
and take.” Trade unions are charged with ensuring that the working conditions of their
members are safe, secure, and improved. In the end, trade unions exist to safeguard the
interests of their members, both at work and away from it; the objective of this research was
to determine the effect of union activities on workers’ performance (Gopinath & Shibu,
2015b). Problems with labor unions and the effect they have on their performance. Working
conditions are affected by union actions. In other words, employers should put in place
adequate structure, as this indicates. Industrial action will be minimized because of this.
Workers will have a tough time going on strike without clear, satisfying steps.

Research Methodology
A study is an analytical approach, and it is conducted using primary and secondary data. The
researchers made use of 600 respondent data from the questionnaires centered on Tamil Nadu
State Transport Corporation Kumbakonam Division–I workers in Union. The workers were
analyzed out of the categories: technical workers, drivers, conductors, and helpers and all the
information wascollected using the five-point scaling technique.

Literature Review
Ghosh, Nandan & Gupta (2009) stated that to accomplish their aims, trade unions have
established themselves as a fundamental part of the current industrial relations system in any
country. Their historic position as a forum for setting terms and conditions of employment has
been rebranded as a platform for protecting employees’ interests and improving their quality
of life because of changes in the social, political, and educational environment.
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For the sake of this study, the authors will concentrate on the unions at the Unchahar plant of
the National Thermal Power Corporation (NTPC), one of India’s biggest and most successful
public sector enterprises. Additionally, exploratory research of the several trade unions
operating in the Unchahar factory will examine their ideology, aims, and structures. Plantlevel unions’ tasks have evolved over time, from preserving good industrial relations to
actively improving the quality of life for employees, a job formerly seen as secondary.
Moeti-Lysson & Ongori (2011) stated that trade unions play an important role in protecting
workers against harassment and discrimination in the workplace. Employees need a pleasant
working environment. Many studies have been conducted in this field, although research in
underdeveloped nations, particularly Botswana, is sparse. To close this gap, their research will
look at the role of trade unions in resolving labor-related issues, with a focus on working
conditions, pay, and “fair treatment.” Study participants’ perceptions of their job and nonwork lives, their faith in their labor unions, and whether such organizations met their
expectations will also be examined. A cross-sectional survey was employed in their research.
Reasons for Participation in Trade Union
The following are identified as the reasons for participation in a trade union: the desire to
secure wage increase, job security, protection against victimization by employers, strength in
unity, to solve individual grievances, get a bonus, better welfare facilities, for getting help
during strike/lock-out or punishment, for help after possible retrenchment, for improving and
developing personality, participation in management decision, obtaining or maintaining better
working conditions, facilitating redressal of their respective grievances that might arise in the
course of employment (Gopinath & Shibu, 2015c).

Result and Discussion
Important Reasons to Join the Trade Union
Employees generally have a rational approach to joining the trade union based on cost-benefit
analysis. Members in the union gain power by enabling employees to speak with an employer
for success in a better deal at work. Members in the union increase job security, paternity,
sickness, and pension benefits by collective bargaining. Unions also provide legal advice on
employment matters and represent their grievances on employment. The main concerns of
Trade Unions are how they can help the employees to achieve their demands. However, this
study revealed the purpose of Job security, to protect from economic hazards, to get respect
from peers, to express grievances through a trade union, to get economic security, restraining
management from acting, and Greater Bargaining Power is a few reasons which make an
employee join such unions (Gopinath & NS, 2014a). Trade Unions Hence, the researcher has
tried to studywhy employees join a union, and it has been summarized in table 1.
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Table 1: Demographic status of the employees
1.

2.

3

4

5

6.

Age of the Employees

No of Respondents

Percentage

21 to 30 years

203

33.83

31 to 40 years

185

30.83

41 to 50 years

136

22.67

Above 50 years

76

12.67

Total

600

100.00

No of Respondents

Percentage

Upto HSC

276

46.00

Diploma and ITI

227

37.83

Graduate

60

10.00

PG and Professional

37

6.17

Total

600

100.00

No of respondents

Percentage

Administrative Staff

16

2.67

Conductors

250

41.67

Drivers

240

40.00

Technical Staff

31

5.17

Helpers

63

10.50

Total

600

100.00

No of Respondents

Percentage

8 hours

213

35.50

9-10 hours

299

49.83

Above 11 hours

88

14.67

Total

600

100.00

Monthly Income

No of Respondents

Percentage

Up to Rs. 20,000

190

31.67

Rs.20,001-Rs. 30,000

283

47.17

Above Rs. 30,000

127

21.17

Total

600

100.00

No of Respondents

Percentage

Up to 10 Years

173

28.83

11 to 20 Years

251

41.83

Educational Qualification

Cadre Wise Classification

Working Hours

Length of Service Experience
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21 to 30 Years

113

18.83

Above 30 Years

63

10.50

Total

600

100.00

IJRTBT

Source: Data from Primary Source

Table 2 shows that a maximum of 86.83 percent agree with job security as the primary
reason to join the Union, followed by 61.33 percent who join for a reason to protect from
economic hazards, and 55.00 percent agree with the reason to restrain management from
acting. They are a highly important reason to join a trade union. About 53 percent agree
with expressing their grievances through the trade union, 48.67 percent agree with getting
economic security, and 43.83 percent agree with bargaining power as other significant
reasons to join the trade union. However, getting respect from peer groups has less
significance than joining the trade union among the members in the TNSTC Kumbakonam
Division. The acceptance score also shows job security is the highest important reason to
join a trade union (Gopinath & NS, 2014c). It is concluded that almost all the employees
have joined in safeguarding the job in the organization as the foremost reason to join in
Union, in the TNSTC Kumbakonam Division I. The Reasons for joining the Trade Union
the respondents are presented in Figure 1.
Table 2: Reasons to join the trade union (figs in %)
S. No
1

Variables

SA

A

N

DA

SDA

Total

260

261

51

14

14

600

(43.33)

(43.50)

(8.50)

(2.33)

(2.33)

(100.00)

56

315

153

63

13

600

(2.17)

(100.00)

38

600

(6.33)

(100.00)

36

600

(6.00)

(100.00)

59

600

(9.83)

(100.00)

48

600

(8.00)

(100.00)

61

600

Job security
To protect from
economic hazards

2

3

4

5

6

To get respect from
peers

(9.33)
43
(7.17)

To express
163
grievances through
(27.17)
trade union
To get economic
security
To restrain
management from
taking action

102
(17.00)
129

133

324

62

(22.17) (54.00) (10.33)
155

92

154

(25.83) (15.33) (25.67)
190

132

117

(31.67) (22.00) (19.50)
204

136

83

4.23

1

3.56

2

3.14

7

3.43

4

3.27

3.47
(21.50)

Greater
7.

(52.50) (25.50) (10.50)

Mean Rank

91

Bargaining Power (15.17)

(34.00) (22.67) (13.83)
172

176

100

(28.67) (29.33) (16.67) (10.17) (100.00)

Source: Data from Primary Source
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Figure 1: Reasons to Join the Trade Union
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Role and Involvement of Trade union in Labour Management:
A union helps in managing a relationship between the management, and the employees, which
is important for an organization to work harder for its success. The trade union manages the
relationship with management through formal as well as informal means of interaction to
establish wages, working hours and working conditions for the employees in the Corporation.
Through collective bargaining, the Union manages the wages and other conditions of
employment in the organization. To improve the involvement of trade unions in labour
management, the scope for education and residence near the Corporation may be provided to
the employees (Gopinath, 2014). The following table 3 & figure 2 focuses on unionmanagement practices in the Corporation in the TNSTC Kumbakonam Division -I.
Table 3: Role and Involvement of Union in the labour management (fig. in %)
S. No Variables

SA
197

A
179

N
60

DA
114

1

The Union is involved in
managing the working
hours, holidays or leaves

2

193
94
120
Managing the reshuffling or 164
temporary transfers
(27.33) (32.17) (15.67) (20.00)

3
4

Managing the
dismissals or mandatory
retirement
Managing the collective
agreement
Managing the labour hiring

5
6

SDA
50

Total
600

Mean Rank
3.60

5

3.57

6

134
(22.33)

24
600
(4.00) (100.00) 3.65

3

210
134
67
160
(35.00) (22.33) (11.17) (26.67)

29
600
3.56
(4.83) (100.00)

7

(32.83) (29.83) (10.00) (19.00)

180
210
(30.00) (35.00)

211
169
(35.17) (28.17)
Managing the employment 225
175
and staffing standards
(37.50) (29.17)

52
(8.67)

56
(9.33)
43
(7.17)

144
(24.00)
100
(16.67)

(8.33) (100.00)
29

600

(4.83) (100.00)

20
600
3.68
(3.33) (100.00)
57
600
3.69
(9.50) (100.00)

2
1
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157

212

74

104

53

600
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7

Managing the bonus and
wages

3.53

8

Standard for retirement
allowance and annuity

(26.17) (35.33) (12.33) (17.33) (8.83) (100.00)
213
182
28
116
61
600
3.62
(35.50) (30.33) (4.67) (19.33) (10.17) (100.00)

9

Union manages the
employee welfare

197
179
60
114
(32.83) (29.83) (10.00) (19.00)

8

50
600
3.60
(8.33) (100.00)

4
5

Source: Data from Primary Source

Figure 2: Role and Involvement of Unions in the Labour Management
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According to table 2, 66.67 percent of the respondents agree with union involvement in
managing employment. 65.83 percent agree with the standard for retirement allowance and
annuity, and 65.00 percent agree with managing the dismissals or mandatory retirement are
highly significant factors relating to union involvement in the labour management. Managing
labor hiring (63.33), managing the working hours, holidays or leave (62.67), employee welfare
(62.67), and managing the bonus and wages (61.50) are also highly significant factors in the
Corporation. Managing the reshuffling or temporary transfers (59.50) and managing the
collective agreement (57.33) are the least significant factors relating to union involvement in
labor-management in the Corporation.

Conclusion
The research analyzed the effect of labour union activities on employee performance. There is
a widespread belief that union actions have an impact on the operations of the employees. It
was concluded that the trade union’s primary mission is to advocate and safeguard workers’
socioeconomic interests and their rights. The present study has been undertaken to identify
and expose the role of unions and involvement in labour management in TNSTC
Kumbakonam in Division-1. It can be said that almost all the employees have joined in
safeguarding the job in the organization as the foremost reason to join in Union, in the
TNSTC Kumbakonam Division I.
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